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The INTENT

To provide design guidelines for both public and private 
enhancements in the Gateway area that will set the tone for 

future improvements and help to establish the International 
Corridor as a regional destination.

The Collins Street and Pioneer Parkway intersection 
was identified as a first step in creating a regional 
International Corridor that capitalizes on the 
existing international businesses and residents 
surrounding this area. This intersection is prominent 
in the International Corridor, which has been 
identified in both the New York Avenue Corridor 
Strategy and 99 Square Miles - the Comprehensive 
Plan, stretching along E. Pioneer Parkway from 
Collins Street to SH-360. Additionally, this project 
has been completed in partnership with Tarrant 

County as a regional effort to highlight the culture 
and diversity of this corridor.



 
The Circular Motif for 

the International Corridor begins at this 
intersection. The circle embodies both the literal 

interpretation of the globe and the togetherness of the many 
cultures that can be found here.

The goal of the public realm guidelines is to establish a unifying and coordinated 
design palette to enhance the appearance, safety, and pedestrian experience of 

the intersection. These streetscape standards provide a vision for short term implementation 
opportunities in the corridor as it exists today and give guidance for future development as it occurs. 

These public realm guidelines embrace the diversity of the intersection while helping to create a 
cohesive experience. The hardscape and landscape design should be simple, easy to maintain, and 

timeless, setting the platform for the architecture, signage and gateway elements to create bold visual cues 
representing the uniqueness and diversity of the International Corridor.

The public realm guidelines aim to connect sidewalks throughout the corridor with reduced access drives, decorative 
crosswalks, and inviting pedestrian spaces. Color brings a sense of place to the International Corridor with a gateway 

icon, decorative streetlight light poles and banners, landscaping, and public art. 

Design Principles: Tell the STORY | Keep it SIMPLE | Enhance the EXPERIENCE | Create CONNECTIONS | SAFETY

the VISION

PUBLIC REALM GUIDELINES

Gateway Monument

Gateway Banners

Streetlights

Specialty Paving & Hardscapes

Street Sign Toppers

Access Drive Treatment

Streetscape & Sidewalks

Street Furniture

 

Decorative perforated areas are 
backed by a colored acrylic that is 

internally illuminated at night. 
Pattern color is visible both during 

the day and night. Perforation 
aperture and final pattern TBD and 

shown for reference only.
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Iconic international neighborhoods throughout the country are compelling because the 
streets are lively, and offer a diversity of shops and restaurants you can’t find 

anywhere else - just like Arlington’s E. Pioneer Parkway. Encouraging 
unique architecture for individual tenants to highlight various 

cultural experiences throughout the International Corridor 
will bring this vision to life, and create a prosperous sense 

of place in the community. 

ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS
simple, neutral buildings with bright accents

inviting entrances to draw customers in

unique cultural components for tenants, 
avoiding homogeneous shopping 

centers 

shade structures, especially over 
walkways and outdoor seating 
areas

ACCENT MATERIALS
earthy materials such as 
stained, patina-ed, or painted 
wood

colorful ceramic tile and brick

brightly painted or anodized 
metalwork

ornamental brick, cast stone, 
and stone

outdoor seating areas to bring the 
public and private realms together

LIGHTING AND LANTERNS
decorative pendants & wall sconces

pathway lighting under walkways, and in 
enhanced pedestrian areas

tree and column uplights

string lighting to create intimate outdoor spaces or in 
conjunction with landscaping elements
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